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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 Advanced for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Need to take your Macromedia Dreamweaver skills to the next level? You don't have to be a programmer to build interactivity into your site. You just need Dreamweaver 8Macromedia's powerful new Web design and development toolaccess to a Web server and an application server, and a copy of Macromedia...
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Photoshop Elements 9 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Photoshop Elements has evolved over several generations to become a sophisticated photo editor. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now a tool for novice photo editors, amateur photographers, and professionals alike.


	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many ways. Not only a...
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Unix for Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger : Visual QuickPro Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2005
 As Unix spreads its tentacles across users' desktops, more and more Mac users are starting to pop the hood and learn about the operating system that's at the root of it all. And there's no better way to conquer that fear than by consulting this Visual QuickPro Guide. Matisse Enzer, who wrote the first...
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Apple Training Series : Mac OS X Support Essentials (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2005
The only Apple-certified book on Mac OS X, this updated best-seller will take you deep inside the latest big-cat operating system, covering everything from networking technologies to system administration, customizing the operating system, command-line programming, and more. Whether you're a support technician or simply an ardent Mac user, you'll...
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Painter X for Photographers: Creating Painterly Images Step by StepFocal Press, 2007
"The clear structure and concise writing style takes the reader through brushes, papers and textures. Combined with an intelligent layout and a Windows/Mac compatible CD, Painter IX for Photographers is exemplary for its clarity and structure." - British Journal of Photography --British Journal of Photography     

   Whether...
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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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Beginning Xcode (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Bringing together the ease of use of Mac OS X, the power of Unix, and a mix of high-performance development technologies, Xcode is Apple's hottest new integrated development environment. This book shows you why Xcode is the fastest and easiest way for developers to create Mac OS X applications.
    

    Covering the basic fundamentals...
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OpenGL(R) Programming on Mac OS(R) X: Architecture, Performance, and IntegrationAddison Wesley, 2007
The Mac has fully embraced OpenGL throughout its visual systems. In fact, Apple's highly efficient, modern OpenGL implementation makes Mac OS X one of today's best platforms for OpenGL development. OpenGL® Programming on Mac OS® X is the first comprehensive resource for every graphics...
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XML 1.1 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If XML can do it, you can do it too ...
If you’re a Web developer, you’ve seen XML rocket to first place as the preferred data format for everything from stock trades to graphic design. In this tightly focused, fully updated guidebook, a top XML authority gives you a complete education in the technology. You’ll learn to write...
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Core Java™ 2 Volume I - Fundamentals, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004
In late 1995, the Java programming language burst onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information...
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Game Physics (Interactive 3d Technology Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Game Physics is an introduction to the ideas and techniques needed to create physically realistic 3D graphic environments. As a companion volume to Dave Eberly's industry standard 3D Game Engine Design, Game Physics shares a similar practical approach and format. Dave includes simulations to...
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FileMaker Pro 8: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2005
Used by millions worldwide, FileMaker Pro is an award-winning database program for managing people, projects, images, assets, and other information. It's easy to use and totally customizable--so long as you know what you're doing. But FileMaker Pro doesn't come with a printed manual, so FileMaker Pro:...
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